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Notice
This talk is not about:
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● how to invest;
● where to invest;
● how much to invest…



Notice
This talk is about:

3

● applications of quantum algorithm (QAOA);
● (brief) introduction on the financial market;
● (brief) risk and risk management (Markowitz’s 

Portfolio Theory, 1952)...



Main Ref. : https://doi.org/10.1590/1806-9126-RBEF-2022-0099

                   https://www.dualq.tech/tutoriais/quantum-finance/   

https://doi.org/10.1590/1806-9126-RBEF-2022-0099
https://www.dualq.tech/tutoriais/quantum-finance/


Codes: https://github.com/askery/computacao-quantica-aplicada-ao-mercado-financeiro 

https://github.com/askery/computacao-quantica-aplicada-ao-mercado-financeiro
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Proof of Concept chart showing the state-of-the-art classical accuracy, as 
well as the quantum solution accuracy



Exercise 0:
a) download and skim the paper;
b) run the related codes.



Disclaimer
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● I do participate in the financial market, but not using 
the whole ideas from this academic examples!!!

● DO NOT use the code to invest real money!!!
● Many interpretations are too personal…
● Non certified/amateur investitor…





1. Thoughts about the financial market



Example: B3 (Bovespa), NYSE etc



Provocation: What scientific field better explain this?



fear

skepticism

panic

What scientific field better explain this?



fear

skepticism

panic

What scientific field better explain this?

hope (fear of losing opportunities)

optimism



Do not be fooled by numbers!!!!



Notice
● Investing is dealing/reasoning about the future 

(a lot we do not know)
● Investing involves many emotions (a lot we can 

not control)



Notice

● Investing is reasoning about the future…
● Investing involves a lot of emotions…

Being genial is not enough (e.g., Sir Isaac Newton)





Market is not a rational, ordered place…



Analytical error vs Psychological error

Model error
Few or incomplete data
Strategic error
Emotional error (Greed, euphoria etc)



Risk means more things can happen than will happen (Elroy Dimson)
Source: H. Marks.

Future as a probability distribution



2. Some Definitions



Price vs Value vs EMH

Would you buy a Ferrari F40 for 10000 USD?
Would you buy a Ford Focus for 4000 USD?







3. Portfolio and Portfolio Risk Management



3. Portfolio



Portfolio: w = [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]



3.0 Risk



where

and

daily price change

number of days (steps)



3.0 Return



daily price change

where



Exercise 1 (open the code and):
a) make sure you understand how to 

compute the risk (volatility) and return of 
a stock

b) make sure you understand how to 
compute the risk (volatility) and return of 
a portfolio



3.0 Example



Return

Covariance



Comparing portfolios 
(Sharpe Ratio)

Risk-free return

Portfolio risk 
(volatility)

Portfolio return 



Efficient Frontier



Markowitz approach after trying 30000 random weights



Exercise 2 (open the code and):
a) make sure you understand how to 

compute the efficient frontier
b) change the assets at you wish and 

compute the efficient frontier



4. Introduction to QAOA



Exercise (if you are physicist, if not drink water)
Suppose we want to find the ground state energy for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator:

Assume a gaussian wave function:

Estimate the ground state energy.



Exercise (if you are physicist, if not drink water)
Suppose we want to find the ground state energy for the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator:

Assume a gaussian wave function:

Estimate the ground state energy.

Solution:





let’s minimize <H>:



Take home message

● gaussian is a good trial function (even if not similar to the true ground state);
● gaussian is easy to manipulate (normalize etc);
● The variational principle (D. Griffiths) will give you an good upper bound for ground state 

energy;



QAOA

















Exercise - QAOA implementation







May try also
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